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Words 

● Origins of installation: conversational element across gallery 
● Jenny Holzer - running lights are catching and assault you. Not a conversation.  
● Libraries / Living Room - losing focus of Glenn Ligon, can’t make sense of it, fading 

away, vs. Blah Blah. Kind of a nice match responding to each other, but what’s the real 
conversation?  

● Emily Dickinson - square shape vs. fluid calligraphy 
● Calligraphy - shape and character, lyrical feel vs. “in your face” feel of other words. A 

counterpoint to block lettering. Shapes, musical origins, sensorial, dense.  
● What is art? When did words become art?  

 



 
Faces, Silhouettes, Bodies 

● Range of time period 
● Big idea = identity, cultural historical institutional identity 
● Workers - institution of union 
● Vessel - what does it hold? Stereotypes - black woman, what’s it used for?  
● Flora - idealized idea of of spring,  
● Gargoyle - fear, grotesque, what does it stay about church institution? Religion?  
● Interconfined - different philosophies, east / west,  

 
 



 
Photographs 

● 4th/5th graders  
● Entry point - Instagram world. What choices do you make? Is photography art?  
● Connections - compare, contrast. 
● Left = church, chapel, looking at light 
● Right = motion and stillness 
● Subject choice and editing - how do students make those choices?  
● Historic choices - cropping and printing. Now filters on phones.  
● How did you capture that motion? Family photo. Difference of technology.  

 



 
 
Colors, Shapes, Perspective 

● Simpsonville - shapes. Compare to Google Map of real Simpsonville NY. Or compare to 
Mark Bradford.  

● Loving - triangles, how do they go together?  
● Basilica - named by Pope. Perspective, shape, parallel lines, lie on their back and 

compare to the Apse architecture 
● Photograph in Gloucester - connect to basilica. Noticing larger detail. Where could they 

find that part in the whole?  
● YouTube video - kids become a flying buttress 

 



 
 
Drawings 

● Questions united the groups 
● What makes it art?  
● What’s the relationship between the artist and the viewer?  
● Why do artists make art?  
● Where do they make it?  
● What is abstract art?  
● What are artists telling you about themselves?  
● How is the artist trying to engage you?  

 



 
 
Materials 

● Materials used in unconventional ways to encourage visitor to think more deeply about 
art 

● Viewer standing further away, then medium, then close. Ex. “plywood.” What’s your 
reaction? Looks unfinished, then you realize how much artistry is involved 

● Why did the artist even make it?  
● Does it have to be pleasing?  
● Jenny Holzer - using language to undermine our habits of thought 
● Artist as alchemist. Volcano, exploding star, pupil of an eye. Visceral reactions. What is 

art? Why is the artist asking us to look at this?  
● Glass - impression of artist’s hands. Offering of creativity into the social realm.  
● Summary = Is this really thoughts and feelings made visible? Form of communication?  

 
 


